O Mustafa! [salal Allahu alayhi wa sallam]

The Enlightened Face of Mustafa!

Filled with limitless light and beauty

When one glances upon the magnificent face of Mustafa, so eloquent that words cannot justify the feelings, love and pleasure.

Oh Mustafa Grant us the honour to see your enlightened Face!

* * * * *

The Beautiful eyes of Mustafa!

Filled with awe of love, beauty, compassion and constant desire to view such a sight.

The gaze of the majesty pulls hearts and souls towards his holy court.

Oh Mustafa grant us the blessing to see your miraculous gaze!

* * * * *

The blessed forehead of Mustafa!

Filled with light, splendour and beauty.

O Mustafa! The Grounds would kiss your enlightened forehead when you graced and placed down in prostration.

O Mustafa grant us the permission to kiss the places where your blessed forehead touched.

* * * * *

The blessed hair of Mustafa!

The beautiful black hair filled with enriched light.

O Mustafa! Countless would kiss the hands of those that touched your beautiful hair.

O Mustafa honour us with a particle of light from your enlightened hair.